Studio Productions • San Francisco, CA

Summary

Do you have a solid grasp of video editing but looking to hone your skills? Do you enjoy the prospect of making ordinary people look like heroes? Does boring corporate video make you dry heave? If so, we need you!

Yelp Studios is looking for a Jr. Video Editor to help us manage our long list of projects. This is not your traditional video editor position. There is no key grip, best boy or production assistant here (though we do have our own barista...). We’re a small but growing team of scrappy, creative individuals so you will need to have additional production skills beyond simply knowing your way around Adobe Premiere. The ideal candidate will also be able to help schlepf gear around on-set and manage post-production media. Our productions range from live-action testimonials, web ads and video blogs to animated tutorials, product launch announcements and social media shorts. Sure, at times the stories we’re telling aren’t glamorous but that’s the fun part: coming up with new and interesting ways to keep our viewers' attention while getting our point across. We’re constantly pushing ourselves to create engaging content that furthers our brand (and hopefully elicits an occasional giggle).

Primary Responsibilities:
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- Manage media (offloading and backing up)
- Pull selects and soundbites
- Organize project files
- Edit internal videos

Secondary Responsibilities:

- Help with studio cleanup and organization
- Occasional on-set help setting lights, audio, etc...

Requirements:

- Proficiency at Premiere Pro and AME
- Strong organizational skills
- Detail oriented
- Proficiency at troubleshooting
- Understanding of a variety of video formats
- Recent graduates welcome as this is a very much an entry level position

Pluses:

- Experience with Adobe AfterEffects, Photoshop, and Audition

Pursuant to the San Francisco Fair Chance Ordinance, we will consider for employment qualified applicants with arrest and conviction records.
Yelp values diversity. We're proud to be an equal opportunity employer and consider qualified applicants without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, genetic information, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital or family status, veteran status, medical condition or disability.

Note: Yelp does not accept agency resumes. Please do not forward resumes to any recruiting alias or employee. Yelp is not responsible for any fees related to unsolicited resumes. to all job postings.
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